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Deep in the subterranean depths, a vast and perilous labyrinth of gloomy corridors, toxic waterfalls, and enemy-infested mines is waiting for you to discover. The old mine has been abandoned for over 50 years, yet ghosts of its past lie just below the surface. Dark Skeleton Survival doesn’t know what kind of game it is… This is a point-andclick adventure game, requiring no keyboard or mouse, but only in-game actions to progress through the game. You will, however, use the keyboard to solve puzzles and interact with your environment. This game is best played on Windows 10. “It’s a highly creative and fantastical concept, easily the highlight of an otherwise forgettable
visual style.” 5/5 – PCGamer About the Story: You are a girl in her early twenties, looking to open up the mine and continue a good and honourable life. You are not the best fairy, but you are the closest to it. You do not know the purpose of the mine, but you have been drawn into its heart; the extent of your powers are limited to the familiar
and the dark, there is nothing to fear but the unknown. The game was written and developed by Fable Studio, a privately owned game studio based in Sweden. The game is available on www.fable-studio.com for Windows 10 PC, Xbox One, and the Oculus Rift. Download the game here: Installation Game is completely playable offline (no
internet connection required). When you start the game for the first time, you will be asked to download the expansion pack, after which you can continue playing. The expansion includes new locations, puzzles, and characters. The new locations can be reached by going to previously visited locations. You can return to the main menu
anytime and load a previously played location. To load a previously visited location, you need to save the game in that location. This can be done in the main menu or in the “Save” box. Once you save, the save location will be displayed on the main menu. You can navigate to the location of your choice, and load there to continue the game.
To install, double click the executable. Or, if you do not have the game executables, you

Fierce Tales: The Dog's Heart Collector's Edition Features Key:
Destroy 18 geometric shapes from 11 different categories
Destroy shapes in different modes and levels
Destroy the shapes in a challenge mode
Destroy shapes until you reach the required number of moves and a new shape category is appeared.
Enjoy the shapes destruction game!

Gameplay Features:
Play modes: Free play, Challenge, Time trial, And win.
Destroy as many shapes as you can in the shortest time
Use the arrow keys to move the shape in the different mode
You can pick up the objects by clicking the shape
Pass the level by reaching a specific number of moves
You can save your game if you get a low score or finish your level in a bad time.

Play modes:
Free: Move around and destroy the 18 shapes and get the highest score
Challenge: Destroy the 18 shapes until you reach the required number of moves and a new shape category is appeared
Time trial: Destroy as many shapes as you can in the shortest time
Win: Destroy a specific number of shapes and win the game

Controls:
keys: Arrow keys
left click to pick up a shape

Graphics Features:
Detailed and high definition 3D graphics.
3D models and object parts
3D models with shadow effects.

Content Rating:
4 and over

Game Features:
Destroy geometric shapes
Destroying shapes game with great challenges and amazing game play experience
Why don't you destroy geometric shapes?
Geometric shapes destruction game.
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